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V i C A P A L E R T
SEXUAL ASSAULT
Attention: Violent Crime / Cold Case / Crime Analysis Units

OFFENDER DESCRIPTION
Race: Black | Sex: Male | Age: 30 to 45 years old
Height: 5’10” to 6’2” | Weight: 180 to 210 pounds | Hair: Black
Distinguishing Characteristics: Tattoo of a cross on his neck below his
right ear. Spoke with an accent, possibly Haitian or Dominican.
Clothing Description: Black hat, black shirt, jean shorts.
Vehicle(s): Peterbilt flatbed tractor trailer truck.
Agency Case #: 19-0040099
On May 1, 2019, an unknown individual approached the victim at an art
exhibit and interjected himself into her social circle. None of victim’s
friends could recall having seen this individual before. The individual
followed the victim and her friends to various bars and restaurants
throughout the night, sharing only a limited amount of information
about himself. This picture was taken at the Canvass Artistry bar on
Central Avenue in Albuquerque, New Mexico. By the end of the
evening, the suspect appeared to be intoxicated and asked the victim
for a ride to a TA truck stop, where he advised his "rig" was parked.
At the truck stop, the suspect became forceful and sexually assaulted the
victim in her vehicle.
Witnesses advised the suspect spoke with an accent, possibly Haitian or
Dominican. He advised several people that he drives trucks for a living and
was only passing through Albuquerque on his way to California. He also
mentioned that he was based out of Denver, Colorado, but did not
mention what company he worked for.
To provide or request additional information, please contact:
- Det. Dan Spinks, Albuquerque Police Department, NM, (505) 924-6042, dspinks@cabq.gov - FBI ViCAP, (800) 634-4097, vicap@fbi.gov Contact ViCAP for information on how your agency can obtain access to the ViCAP Web
National Crime Database and view this case.
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To review other ViCAP Alerts, please visit www.fbi.gov/wanted/vicap

